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In this paper we prove some generalisations of congruences of Atkin and Swin- 
nerton-Dyer type. This is done in the form of congruences for numbers P”(A/fi), 
where P,(t) are the orthogonal polynomials of Legendre. The proofs are based on 
complex multiplication of elliptic functions. ‘i-1 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with so-called “supercongruences” for Legendre polyno- 
mials. We first explain what we mean by a supercongruence. Let p be an 
odd prime and consider the elliptic curve 
& : y2 = x(x’ + Ax + B), 
where A, BE Z, (the ring of p-adic integers). If we choose t = x/y as a local 
parameter, a short calculation (given in the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 1 below) shows that the holomorphic form on the curve E takes 
the form 
-$=(I-2At+At4)p’.‘dt= f. P,(+&)*.t’*dt, 
k=O fi 
(1) 
where Z’,,(t) is a Legendre polynomial and A = A2 - 4B. When the curve & 
has ordinary reduction over IF, (the field with p elements), the theory of 
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formal groups (cf. [ 19, pp. 441-4461 predicts a congruence of the 
AtkinSwinnerton-Dyer type 
cli2(mpr 1 -(p+ 1 -IV,,) .L’~~~(,,,,,-I ,,+p.~~!~,,,~,,~ Z- ,,=O mod pr, (2) 
for any positive integer I’ and positive odd integer ~11, where we denote 
G=&q-j=)> 
and where NP denotes the number of projective points on c” over 5,. As 
usual P,(t) = 0 if n is not a positive integer. We consider this congruence 
and all other congruences in this paper as a congruence in Z, (the ring 
of p-adic integers). Assuming for the moment that the limit of 
k,,z,,+ dc,,2,mp~-~-,,lr~~ b y E, we deduce from (2) that it is the root of 
x2-(p+ 1 -N,)X+p=O 
for which 1711P = 1 (here is 1. IP the usual valuation on Z,). In this way one 
can write congruence (2) in the form 
P 1/2(mp’- I) ~~~.~.P~,2,~~,~~~,,(~)modpr, (3) 
(see [12, 133). 
The main point of this paper is that if the curve 8 has complex multi- 
plication congruence (3) can be changed into a congruence mod p”. The 
existence of the limit can be deduced from Atkin and Swinnerton-Dyer, but 
it follows also from the supercongruence (5) which we prove. We call such 
congruences supercongruences (cf. [ 12, 131). Many of such supercongruen- 
ces have been proved during the last years. We mention [12, 5-7, 10, 11, 
171, etc. 
If K is an algebraic extension of Q, we denote by 1 .IP the valuation on 
K which extends the usual valuation on Cl!. We denote by Q, the field of 
p-adic numbers. We have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime. Let d be a square-free positive 
integer such that ( -d/p) = 1 (h ere ( .I.) is the Legendre symbol). Let K be 
an algebraic numberfield such that m E K and Kc Q,. Consider the 
elliptic curve 
B: Y2 =X(X’ + AX+ B) with A, BEK and [Alp= IA2-4BIr,= 1. 
(4) 
Let A = A2 - 4B. Let o and co’ be a basis of periods of d and suppose that 
z = o//co E Q(pd) (which implies that the curve has complex multiplica- 
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tion), z has positive imaginary part, and A = 397 $I), fi = 9( $o’ + $0) - 
Y(iw’), where 9(z) is the Weierstrass 9-jiinction. Let rt, 71 E Q(J--d) such 
that C=p, InlP=l/p and Ifil,,=l. Suppose that 7r=u,+v,7 and 7c7= 
u2+v27 with u,, v,, u2, v2 integers and v, even. Then we have 
P 1/2(mp’- 1 I (5) 
where m and r are positive integers, with m odd and 
Here i = 0. 
The conditions A =39(&w) and v, even look arbitrary; however, these 
conditions are necessary to obtain a 2-torsion point in (0, 0), which will be 
fixed by the Frobenius endomorphism [z]. 
The proof of the theorem is based on complex multiplication of Jacobian 
elliptic functions. 
By comparing congruences (3) and (5) we derive another expression 
for E. If we put m = r = 1 in these congruences then we get 
N -1 
E= --.A--‘/4(P--1)modp. - 
n 
Note that E depends on the choice of &. 
We first give two special cases of the theorem. In both examples the 
period lattice is of the form {ma + nia : m, n E Z, i = m, a E R} but the 
choice of w  and w’ is different. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let &‘: Y* = X(X* - 4). We can choose periods w  and w’ 
such that .!?(~w)=O, .?P(~w+~w’)-P(+w’)= -4 and w'/w=t= -$+ti. 
(If I/ = r2(+)/4 J;;, th enw=(l+i).$,w’=rw=-$andP($w’)=2and 
P(iw+ iw’)= -2 (cf. [l, p. 658]).) Let p= 1 mod 4 be a prime. Then p 
can be written as p= a2 + b2, with a, b E Z. Let a = 1 mod 4. Let i be a 
p-adic integer such that i2 = - 1. Fix the sign of bi such that a - bi mod p. 
Let rc = a - bi. Then we have rc = (a - 6) - 2bt and 717 = b + (a + b)T. Hence 
.a=i”2(1Pu?)+pP2=1. Since P2,(0)=(-4)-“.(c) wederive thecongruence 
This congruence has been proved in several other ways. (Cf. [ 121.) 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 6 : Y’= X(X’+ 3X+ 2). We can choose periods w  
and w’ for this curve such that P(iw) = 1 and of/w = 7 = i. (If $ has the 
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same meaning as in Example 1 then Q = J?. II/, (,I’ = r~= i d’2. $. and 
y(iej’) = - 1 and a(iu + 10’) = 0.) Let p, a, h, and 7-r as defined in Exam- 
plel.Wederivethat7c=~-hr,~t=h+~~,and~:=i~”=(-I)“j’/‘~ ‘l,We 
denote 
The numbers c, have been used for proving that log 2 is irrational with 
measure of irrationality 4.622.. . (see [Z]). Carlitz [9] proved for the 
numbers c, the congruence 
c1;2(p- I, = (- 1) ‘j4’P ~ ’ ’ . 2a mod p. 
Since c, = P,(3), we have the supercongruence 
Another proof of this supercongruence in the case m = r = 1 has been given 
by van Hamme in [ 181. In Section 4 we give some more examples of the 
Theorem, and we prove that there are only eight examples of super- 
congruences where A and B are rational and where congruence (5) can be 
replaced by a congruence in Z (congruence (48)). 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
2.1. The Theta Functions 
We need some properties of classical theta functions. Let T be a complex 
number with a positive imaginary part. We write 
q = eniT, 
Hence (41 < 1. We define 
$(-) = 1 q”2. e2nnr=, 
ntz 
for any z E @. (7) 
S(z) is an entire function (cf. [27, p. 4631 or [24, p. 41). It is easy to verify 
that 
8(z + 1) = S(z), (8.1) 
9(z+z)=qp’ep2”“9(z), (8.2) 
8(-z) = S(z); (8.3) 
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cf. [24, pp. 1, 2, 173. We define 
&dz) = S(z ), (QdZZ)) (9.1) 
9,,(z) = 9(z + +,, ($,(nz)) (9.2) 
9,,(z) = M(z). l!J(z + $T,, (%(~Z)) (9.3) 
9,,(z)= -iM(z)d?(z+~+~z), (Q,(nz)), (9.4) 
where M(z) = q1’4eniz; cf. [27, p. 4641. We have used Weber’s notation for 
the theta functions. The notation of Whittaker and Watson has been added 
between brackets. The notation used by Mumford corresponds to the nota- 
tion of Whittaker and Watson, but Mumford denotes 9,,(z) with a minus- 
sign. The zeros of 9&z), 9,,(z), 9,,(;), and $r,(~) are given in [24, p. 121. 
$oJz) = 0 if and only if z=(m+t)+(n+i)z, for nz,nEZ, (10.1) 
&j,(z) = 0 if and only if z = m + (n + $7, for m,nEZ, (10.2) 
G,,(Z) = 0 if and only if z = (m + i) + nz, for m, nEZ, (10.3) 
Yll(Z) = 0 if and only if ; = m + no, for m,nEZ. (10.4) 
We abbreviate the values 9&O), G,,(O), and 9,,(O) to $,, $,,, and 9,,,, 
respectively. There is an important relation between these numbers, namely 
Jacobi’s identity 
90;‘+9,;=L9& (11) 
cf. [27, p. 4691. 
2.2. The Function S(z). 
We use thetafunctions to introduce a function which plays a central role 
in this paper and which is related to the Jacobian elliptic functions sn(z), 
en(z), and &z(z). For the precise relation we refer to [12] or [27]. We 
define S(Z) by 
WZ/~) .%,(z/o) 
s(z) = l9~(Z/O) . $o,(z/o)’ (13) 
The properties of S(z) which we use in this paper are formulated in the 
following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
S( -2) = -S(z), (14.1) 
S(z + go, = -S(z), (14.2) 
S(z + $0’) = l/S(Z), (14.3) 
S(0) = S(go) = 0, (14.4) 
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S(z) haspole.~,for I = io and z = 40 + io’, (14.5) 
S(z) = S(E) if‘and onI\) if : = c( + mo + no)’ _ 
or 2 = ;w - a + mo + nw’, where CO’ = COT, and ~1, n E Z. 
(14.6) 
Proof: These properties follow immediately from the properties of the 
theta functions, cf. [24, p. 231. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. S(z) is an elliptic function with periods q CO’ or order 2. 
ProoJ: This follows from Lemma 2.1. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. 
c9w12=4ew-9(~co))~(9yz)-9y~O’)) 
‘(~‘(+~P(~(o+W’))) (15.1) 
qz) = c. e) - P(f4 
Y(z) ’ 
(15.2) 
where 
c2 =4(.9(&I + 0’)) - cP&o’)). (15.3) 
ProoJ: See (15.1) in [27, pp. 443-4441. For the proof of (15.2) and 
(15.3) let A be the lattice spanned by o and 0’. S(z) is an elliptic function 
with periods o and o’. Hence S(Z) E @(P(z), s/‘(z)). S(z) is an odd func- 
tion and S(z)??‘(z) is an even function. S(Z) has poles for z = $Y mod A 
and z- $B + $I’ mod A, and zeros for z E A and z = 40 mod A. Hence 
S(z)P’(z) has zeros of multiplicity 2 for z = 40 mod A and poles for z E A 
of order 2. Hence So’= c(P(z) - 9($x)) for some CE @. Using 
(14.3) we find 
c. 
P(z + go’) - 9=ygo) P’(z) 
P’(z + $d) = c . (S(z) - 9($0))’ (16) 
We use the formulas for the addition of a half period (cf. [27, p. 4441) 
9(z + $0’) - 9(;0) = 
(~(~~‘)-~(jo))~(~(z)-~(~o+~o’)) 
(Y(z) - I) 
3 
and 
P’(z + $d, = - 
(~(40’)-~(fo)).(~(~0’)--(~O+~0’)).~’(Z) 
(B(z) - .9y $Lq2 
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TABLE I 
q&m + VW’)) P\U 0 12 3 
1 i 1 -i -1 
3 -i 1 i -1 
Hence we get 
P’(z) . .cP’(z + ;co’) 
C2=(31(z)-LP($W))~(.P(Z+qco’)-~(fW)) 
= 4(9($ + $d, - 9ygd)). 1 
The following lemma is very useful for the calculation of the number E in 
formula (5). 
LEMMA 2.4. We have for any integers u, v with v odd 
s(b(uo’+vo’))/S(ao’)=i-uc+v-l. 
Proof: Using properties of the theta function we obtain 
s(lo,) r_ wa~)~ w4 
Soo($T).9,1(~r)= -iq. 
9( 4 + 32/4) 9( 32/4) 
4 @T) g+ iT, = r3 
= -iq1/2el/2ni(T+ 1). 9(3/4+32/4)9(t+32/4)= 1, 
9(+ + 9)$(3/4 + $) 
Using the relations of (14) we find the values of Table 1. Equation (17) 
follows immediately. 1 
3. SUPERCONGRUENCES 
3.1. The Main Theorem 
We deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 3.1 below. The conditions (18) and 
(19) of this theorem may seem a little artificial but it becomes clear during 
the proof of Theorem 1 that they fit our needs exactly. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let p be un odd prime. Let K be ~1 numherfkld bl,itll (I 
finite valuation / ‘1 I_ such that IpI, < 1. Let R = ( CI E K : 1 xl, < I j rend let n E K 
be such that 17~1, = 1 p( ,. Suppose that the ,formai powwseric~s 
has an inverse t = t(z) M>hich .vat&fie,r. 
t(7cz) = IIt”. 
1 + 7c,a(l/r) 
1 -n.d(t) ’ (19) 
where r] E R and u(t) and d(t) E R(t), both qf‘ degree 6 p - 1 and 
a(O) = d(0) = 0. Then we have 
lbMPr E f”p’-’ .E. jvnlpr- I mod nzr 
Proof We derive from ( 18) 
,for all positive integers m, r. (20) 
and 
(22) 
The idea of the proof is to compare the coefficients of P’ in (21) and (22). 
Equation (20) is a consequence of the equality of these coefficients. We 
need some preparations. We define u~,,~ as the coefftcient of t” in the power 
series of tk(7tz), i.e., 
tk(7rr=)= z: Llk,,,P(Z). (23) ,1 =h- 
We calculate these coefficients uk,n in the case that n = mp’ and we show 
that the coefficients u~.,,~, satisfy the inequality Iu~.,+ ,, < Ikmp’+ ’ 1 I , except 
for a ?Ep’-l.mp’ which is congruent to qmp’-’ mod 7~“. This will prove the 
theorem. We use three technical but straightforward lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. a. I\ps.,,,,r is the coefficient qf t”‘P’~ ‘I“ + 1 in 
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ProoJ: We have 
=*kP~.ikP~tl.(,~~(k~).~i.~;(l,‘)) 
.(~o(-:“‘).(-n)‘d’(r)). 
Note that ( - 1 )j. ( -f”“) = ( kp’+:P ’ ). The lemma follows immediately. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. We have amp,-l,,,p, = qmprm’ mod rr”. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.2 with k = m and s = r - 1. Then we need 
the coefficient of to in expression (24). We define b, = as the constant term 
in a’( l/t). d’(t). We conclude that b, = 1, b, = 0 for j > 0 and hi0 = 0 for 
i > 0. Hence 
a nip’-‘.mp’= 
Since (““i-‘) contains at least r-i factors p and (kP’m’,? ‘) contains at 
least r-j factors , the terms in the sums over i and j vanish mod x2’. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. If kp” # mp’- ’ then we have 
Iakp’,mprlc~lkpS.nlpr’plI. 
(In other words 
akp’,mp’=Omod71’i”+‘.) 
Proof: Define A = mp’- ’ - kp”. Then A # 0. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) A>O, 
(ii) A ~0. 
Case (i) We know that deg,(a(l/t)) <O and deg,(d(t))<p- 1. This 
implies that deg,(a’(l/t) .&(r)) <j(p - 1). Hence the terms in (24) con- 
tribute only to ak,“,,,p , if j(p - 1) > Ap. This implies that j B A + 1. It follows 
that kp” + j - 1 > mp’- ’ > kp” and j! . ( kp’:iP ‘) contains the factors mp’- ’ 
and kp”. Hence ord,( kp~~i~‘)~r+~-l-ordp(j!)>r+s-l-~j. Now 
we have ord,(a,,$,,,) > ord, coef. of tAp in 
The proof of case (ii) is similar. 1 
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Continuation of the proof of’ Theorem 3.1. The coefficients of P” in 
Eqs. (21) and (22) must be equal. Hence we have 
We split the sum on the right side in several subsums depending on the 
number of factors p inj, 
where C’ denotes the sum over all integers coprime to p. Note that 
Imp’/k@ L, d IpI L-S- ‘. By Lemma 3.4 Q.,,,,~, contains Y + s + 1 factors z if 
kp” # mp’- ‘. Hence we find using Lemma 3.3 
3.2. Application to the Legendre Polynomials 
In this section we show how Theorem 3.1 can be used to find congruen- 
ces involving Legendre polynomials. Let 8 be an elliptic curve with com- 
plex multiplication ‘5. Suppose t is a root of 
Rx=+Sx-T=O, for integers R, S, T with gcd(R, S, T) = 1. 
We define discr(7) = D = 4RT- 5”. Then the endomorphism ring of 8 
denoted by End(d) is the order generated by 1 and i(D + fi) (cf. [23, 
pp. 9@93]). Let CI E End(b). Then c17 = x + yt for some integers x and y. If 
CI E End(d) then S(az) is a rational function of S(z) (since S(z) is an elliptic 
function). In Lemma 3.6 below this rational function is given explicitely in 
the particular case that CI = 7~. 
THEOREM 1. Let p be an odd prime. Let d be a square-free positive 
integer such that (-d/p) = 1. Let K be an algebraic numberfield such that 
m E K and Kc Q,. Consider the elliptic curve 
8: Y==X(X*+AX+B) with A, BEK and /Alp= IA’-4Bl,= 1. 
(4) 
Let A = A* - 48. Let w and co’ be a basis of periods of 8 which satisfies 
z=w’/w&(+d) and Im(7) > 0, (25) 
A = 39( +fa, (26) 
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and 
&=cP(fw’+go)-9qgo’) (27) 
Let x, E E Q(o) such that nii=p, 17clp= l/p and 17clp= 1. Suppose that 
n=u,+v,z with u, and v1 integers and v, even (28.1) 
and 
m=u,+v,z with u2, vZ integers. (28.2) 
Then we have the following congruence between the values of the Legendre 
polynomial 
P 1/2(mp’-‘) (5) 
where m and r are positive integers, with m odd and 
E=i-U21’2+Vlfp-2 (6) 
ProojI We construct local parameters t and z which satisfy Eqs. (18) 
and (19). d can be parametrised by the meromorphic functions 
x=.9qz)-9y$o) and y = - gP’(z), (30) 
for z E C. Consider t = x/y. Using (15) we can express t in terms of z: 
t= -2 . 
.!Y(z) - 9($) 
P(z) 
= -;. S(z). (31) 
Note that t(z) = z + higher order terms in z. We derive from (31) that 
X2 
which implies that 
and 
x= -;A+& + (1 -2At2+dt4)), 
(32.1) 
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.1=A’-48. (32.2) 
Differentiation of (32.1 ) gives 
Hence 
ds dt dt 
-21=t((A+2r).t’-1)=t.~(l-2At2+~t4)’ 
Then z can be expressed as a function of t by 
(33) 
We use Lemma 3.6. First we need some formulas. We derive the relation 
between the zeros of P’(Z) and the coefficient B of (25) from ( 15.1), (25), 
and (30) 
B=@P($‘)-9($)).(9’($(o+w’))-9(&u)). 
Combination of this formula and (26) gives 
(34.1) 
A = (9( $I/) - Y( $0 + 0’)))‘. 
Hence we have, using (15.3) 
c2 = 4 Jd, for the proper choice of &, 
and 
(34.2) 
(35.1 ) 
Ji=9(f(w+d))-9(&d). (35.2) 
LEMMA 3.6. Let d, p, &, rc, %, A, A, B, CO, o’, x, y satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 1. Let R = { c( E K : ord,(a) > 0). Then we have 
t(nz)=q. 
A,t(z)+A,t3(z)+ ... +A,p2tP ‘(z)+P(_,) 
l+&?(Z)+ .” +D,&-‘(4 ’ 
(36) 
where q, A,, A3, . . . . A, 1, D2, D,, . . . . D, , E R, A,, A,, . . . . A, ?, 
D,, D,, . . . . D,-, z 0 mod 71, and 
pQ-.Jp= (37.1 1 
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and 
(37.2) 
This lemma is proved after the proof of the theorem. We now apply 
Theorem 3.1. The role of formulas (18) and (19) is played by formulas (33) 
and (36). Congruence (20) now becomes 
.P 1/2lmp’-‘-l) 
(3 ; 
mod z’~. 
Dividing by dm and using (37.1) gives congruence (29.1). [ 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. The proof of this lemma is due to Weber (cf. [26, 
pp. 5845941). Since this proof is scattered over several pages and uses 
properties of Jacobian elliptic functions, we give here a more compact 
proof. Let A be the lattice defined by o and 0’. Consider 
where d={a~C:~a~0 modA, cc&O mod/i, ~=oo+a’o’ with 
-i< (T, (T’< i}. Note that I&‘1 =p- 1. We show that if YZ satisfies (28) all 
zeros and poles of S(rcz) and F(z) coincide. Note that 
{zIF(z)=O) = {z ~rrzrOmodAorrc(&z)=OmodA}. 
Since u is even implies that inw = $B mod A, we have 
{z~F(z)=O)={zj7~z~OmodAorrrz=~wmodA} 
= (z I S(7E) = 0). 
The endomorphism [n] permutes the torsion points on d. Since ~XU E 
$w mod A we have either $co’ E 40’ mod A or $7cw’ E i(o + 0’) mod A. 
Hence we have 
{z~F(z)=c.o}=(z~S(z)=ooorS(z)=l/S(cc)} 
= (zlS(z+~w’)=O or S(z + $‘) = S(x)} 
= {z~z(z+go’)~o mod A or x(z + $B’) = $0 mod A} 
={zInz=$‘modAorrrz-$(~+~‘)modA} 
= {zlS(7Tz)=a!}. 
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Since F(r) and S(z) are both elliptic functions of the same order, we 
conclude that 
S(7rz) = & ‘S(Z). 1,’ 1 y&y ) for some E E @. (38) z 
We calculate E by putting z = $0’ in (38) and using Lema 2.4. Since the 
elements of d appears in pairs c( and -U and since S( -c() = -S(U) we 
have 
n sca~‘1-m) =” i-y =ippl. ? l-S(a)-s($o’) cI l-IS(U) 
Hence we find 
where rrr = x + yr. By combining (3 1.2) and (38) we find 
t(7cz) = E. t(z). l--j 
id(Z) f  S(a) 
ac.d 1 + $w) t(z) 
1 
( > 
p-1 
t(z) + 2S(a)/c 
=& -c 
2 . t(z) . n 1 I+ id(a) s t(z)’ 
Put ~=E.(:c)~-‘. Hence 
(39) 
(40) 
by (35.1). We define 
A(t) = t(z). n (t(z) + 2S(a)/c) 
zed 
=A,t(z)+A,t3(z)+ .” +A,-,tP-*(Z)+tqZ) (41.1) 
and 
D(t)= n (1 +icS(a).t(z))= 1 +D,t’(z)+ ... +Dp_,tP-I(z). 
1 E .d 
(41.2) 
We now show that the coefficients A,, ~, and D,, are elements of K. By 
estimating the values of these coefficients we show that they belong to R 
and vanish mod z, for k = 1 . . i( p - 1). From formula (33) we derive that 
t(z) can be written as a power series of z with coefficients in K. Hence t(xz) 
can be written as a power series of rcz with coeffkients in K. z can be 
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written as a power series of t with coeffkients in K. Therefore t(m) can be 
written as a power series of t with coefficients in K(X) = K. Hence A(t) and 
D(t) are polynomials in K[t]. For the proof that the coefficients AZk ~ 1 and 
DZk vanish mod rr, we consider the power series of z(t) in (33) mod n and 
mod tP. We derive 
z(t)=c,t+c,t3+ ... +cpP,tP-*modn, P, (42.1) 
where cy _ 1 E R, for 1 <j 6 (p - 1)/2. Similarly we express t(z) in a power 
series in z mod 7c and mod zp. We obtain 
t(z)-c;z+c;z3+ . . . +cbP2zPP2modrr,zP, (42.2 
where ct+ , E R. Hence for t(nz) we have 
t(rcz) = c;z + c;z’+ . . . + c~-~z~~* mod z, zp, (42.3) 
where c%- I = c;,- , . nZi- ‘, which implies that c-t-, = 0 mod ‘it. Formulas 
(35.1), (40) and (41) imply that 
(t&)p.A(l/t&)=D(t), (43) 
D,= A’. A,-, for j= 1 . ..i(p-- l), (44) 
and 
A(t) = q. t(7cz) . D(t). (45) 
We define a function v and v(“’ (which operates on power series and 
polynomials, respectively, and whose image is the largest valuation of the 
coefficients of the polynomial), as follows. Let v,(G( T)) = mini ord,( gi) and 
v~‘(G(T))=min,,. ord,(g,) for G(T) = xi gi T’ E K[ T]. Then (43) implies 
that ~F~“(t(nz(t))) = 1. Since we have from (44) that v,(A(t)) = v,(D(t)). 
It follows from (45) that v,(A(t) - tP) 3 1 + v,(A(t)). This inequality holds 
for v,(A(t) - P) = 1. 1 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. Examples with Rational j-Invariant 
In this section we treat all posible cases of elliptic curves of the form 
d:y’=x(x*+Ax+-B) with A, BE E, (46) 
up to transformations on x and y of the form x=oz2 .x’ and y=a3 .y’. 
These curves have complex multiplication. They are listed in Table II 
together with the related supercongruences. They are determined by the 
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fact that the j-invariants j(t) and j(2z) are rational. Namely suppose that 
6 has lattice n = [o, 0’1 with w’/w = r. Note that A, BE Z implies that 
j(r) E Q. The condition that & has complex multiplication implies that j(r) 
assume one of 13 well-known values; see [23, p. 133, Theorem 5 and 21, 
p. 2331. d has 2-torsion point (0,O). This implies that & is isogenous to the 
elliptic curve 
8’ : y2 = .u(.u’- 2A.u + A), (47) 
where A = A’-4B; cf. [21, pp. 91-961. & has a lattice [o,, w;] with 
o’, /wi = 2r. Hence j(2r) is equal to one of the 13 values mentioned above. 
We derive that modulo the subgroup r(2) of the modular group X(2, Z) 
only eight values of z satisfy these conditions These values are listed in 
Table II. In the first column we denote by gd% an elliptic curve with 
z E Q(c) and the letter x is used for distinguishing the elliptic curves 
with the same d. 
In each of the cases in Table II congruence (4), which in our case is a con- 
gruence in Q(n), g’ Ives a congruence Z in the following way. Let p be 
a prime which split in End(&). The form of this prime is indicated in the 
table. According to Theorem 1 we have 
where E has been defined in (37.2). We denote by c,, the rational integers 
c,=fi.P, A 
( > a’ 
We choose n in such a way that Ire/P= l/p and jClp= 1. By considering the 
congruence modulo p2’ instead of modulo r?‘, we obtain 
CI/Z(mp’- I) = rl 
nzp’+’ - . n cI,2(mpr- I ~, , mod p”, (48) 
where ye is defined in (37.1). We now turn to the information given in 
Table III. We have written rc = a + b fl and 5= a - b @. We list 
conditions on these numbers a and b. Then we list E and q and finally we 
give an integer expression for c,. These formulas can be found by writing 
P,(t) as a hypergeometric function P,,(t) = 2F,( --n, rr + 1, 1, (1 - t)/2) and 
using the transformation formulas for hypergeometric functions (cf. [ 12, 
pp. 90-911). We explain the column of E. x71 is the multiplicative character 
of order 4 [22, p. 1221, i.e., ~~(2) = ik such that 2”4’p-“~ ik mod rc. 
For C& we have i”2b=Xn(2); see [22, p. 64, Ex. 26, 271. 
For G;, and b,, we have ib = i- 1;2(p I’. 
For E,, and &, we have ib = i+ Ictp ’ ). 
641.‘38:3-3 
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4.2 Examples with the j-Invariant in a Quadratic Field 
It can be shown that we have Al&= 2 ,/G for 5, = 
(-l+m)/6 and A/&=2,/- for r,=f(-l+JT-5)). 
These results imply interesting supercongruences. We define the curves c?& 
and &‘5;p by 
&:y2=x(x2+4x+2-,/$ 
and 
f!?qj : y* = x(x’ + 4x + 2 + fi). 
Let p be a prime such that p = xril with rc, 71~ Z[fi]. Let 
7c=a+bJY. It can be verified easily that p = 1,9 mod 20. Note that 
L/SEL~. Let A, =P,(2 ,/x) and B, =P,(2 ds). It is 
not hard to prove that &(m, r) = A,,,(,,+ l,/A,,,(,,-I ~ IJ = C(m, r) + 
Wm, r) fi and gb, r) = Bli2(,r- 1,1B1~2(mpr-~- 1) = Cb, r) - Wn, r) ,h 
for rationals C(m, r) and D(m, r). By the theorem we have the congruences 
A 1/2(mp’- 1) = E, “‘P’-‘.f.A ,,2cmpr- I _ , ) mod 7~“. 
and 
B 1/2(mp’- I, = ED W-’ .g .B 1,2cmpr- I- 1) mod x2’. 
We calculate that E, = ib and .sP = ( - i)b. Hence we have 
(i) If b is even then D(m, r) = 0 mod p2’ and C(m, r) - E,. 71 mod 7~~‘. 
(ii) If b is odd then C(m, r) E 0 modp” and D(m, r) ,,/? = 
p-’ . 
P 
il mod rr*‘. 
Similar phenomena appear in the cases that rP= i(l +m), 
+(l+Jm), +(1+3i) $(1+5i), $0, i&X), f&Z, i&E, 
and f &%. The related supercongruences can be deduced from 
Table IVa and IVb. 
4.3 Tables IVa and ZVb 
Tables IVa and IVb are due to Weber (see [26, pp. 113-l 14 and 
Table VI]). Nevertheless we give a review of his results because his nota- 
tion is different from ours. We give, without proof, the connection between 
the two notations in the following lemma: 
TABLE IVa 
2 
4 
4 
6 
6 
10 
10 
18 
18 
22 
22 
58 
58 
64 
512 
512 
(4+2J5)J ~736 
(4+2J?)4 432 
cfcfi+ Jw &K/l0 
(~(Jz+~))” Jmm2 
4.(2+&’ &=I18 
4.(2+&$ &m 
64.(1+$)” &m2 
64.(1 +$)I2 &z/2 
(5 + a)“/64 &=I58 
(5 + &“/64 JFm2 
- 
J&J2 
3(&-2 &) 
3(,,/%+2 ,,h) 
3$c7+5& 
3@.(-7+5$) 
99(70+13~).J2 
99(-70+13&).$ 
TABLE IVb 
d fZ4(&3) 5 AI& 
7 4096 
9 4.(1+& 
9 4.(l+J@ 
13 (3+Jm 
13 (3 + fly 
15 16.(1+&’ 
15 16. (1 + fi,” 
25 (1 + J+/2’8 
25 (1 + fi)24/2’8 
37 64. (6 + fi)6 
37 64. (6 + Jj?)’ 
64 
256 
256 
(l+J3 
(1 +$I” 
4096 
-t+ii 
-++:&T) 
$+$&3 
(- 1 + &3/6 
(1 +&G/2 
(- 1+ &%3 3 $18 
(1 +J(-7~12 
( - 1 + 3i)/lO 
(1 + 3i)/2 
( - 1 + &@I/14 
(1 +&m2 
(-l+Jri-j,/16 
(1 +Jxj/2 
( - 1 + 5i)/26 
(1 + 5i)/2 
(-1 +-j/38 
(1 + JFmP 
3J(-7) 
2JYiqz) 
2Jpi-qq 
6dG 
6Jw 
(7+&$/16 
(16+7$)&? 
12(9-4&‘5’!4 
- 12(9 + 4 dTj). ( - 5)lf4 
42(Jsj-6)&?%ij 
42(-&i-6),/= 
284 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let f(z) and fi(z) be Weber-functions (cf [26, pp. 
113-1141). With the notation F=f 24(T) and F, =f f4(r), we haue 
(iii) -jL(&j=J6”). 
(iv) “(f(~-l,)=JiS$C). 
J-- 
Proof: See [ 12, p. 961. 
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